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Planner

10am 11am 12ppmm 1pm 2pm 3pm

TUESDAY

Town Hall,
Main Stage

SS13 The XX 
Factor

SS05 Incredibly 
Implausible 
Insects

The Crucible
SS04 Brain- 
Fizzing Facts

SS14 Making 
Waves

WEDNESDAY

Town Hall,
Main Stage

SS15 How To 
Fly A Plane

SS16 Future Of 
Food

The Crucible
SS01 Kitchen 
Science 
Cookbook

SS02 A Weird 
And Wonderful 
World

PAC
SS17 Secrets, Lies And 
Spies

SS18 Secrets, Lies And 
Spies

THURSDAY

Town Hall,
Main Stage

SS07 Science 
Of Harry Potter

SS09 
Weirdology

The Crucible
SS06 Maths 
Mayhem

SS08 Snowballs 
In Space

Helix Theatre
SS03 A Spectacle 
Of Light

The Cube
HW01 A Sea 
Of Plastic

FRIDAY

Town Hall,
Main Stage

SS10 Dr. Nate’s 
Travelling 
Rainbow Show

SS11 Plastic 
Fantastic

The Crucible DP17 Creating Your Futures: Hidden STEM Careers

Artemis
HW02 Comet 
Creations

10am 11am 12ppmm 1pm 2pm 3pm

5-7 (Show) 7-11 (Show) 7-13 (Workshop) 11-14 (Show) 14-16 (Career Event)Age Groups:

Discover Our
Family  Programme
With dozens of events, shows and workshops.

Announced on cheltenhamfestivals.com/science  on Friday 3 April.
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 KS3 Show      KS3 Workshop      KS3 Day Package Workshop      KS4 Day Package      Free Bookable Activity

Planner 

A warm welcome to Science for 
Schools 2020. We have planned four 
action-packed days for children and 
young people, which promise to excite 
and inspire in equal measure.

Discover exciting new areas of 
science as we explore the role we play 
in our ecosystems, peek into the 
futures of food, energy and plastic, 
celebrate the wonders of light and so 
much more!

Alongside spectacular shows, there 
are two dedicated workshops reserved 
just for you - read on to find out more.

After your event, enjoy our range of 
interactive zones including the 
Discover Zone, MakerShack and 
Cyber Zone.

We look forward to seeing you in June! 

Elspeth Kenny 
Education Manager

Sam Humble 
Schools and Family Programme 
Manager

Be The Change
Cheltenham Science Festival’s theme in 
2020 is ‘Be The Change’. Look out for this 
badge for related events.

Welcome

10am 11am 12pm 1pm 2pm 3pm

TUESDAY

Town Hall,  
Main Stage SS13 The XX Factor

The Crucible SS14 Making Waves 
With SciTimes

Town Hall, 
Pillar Room 

DP01 A Beginner’s Guide To
Brain Surgery

DP02 A Beginner’s Guide To
Brain Surgery

DP03 A Beginner’s Guide To
Brain Surgery

The Cube DP04 How To Think Like A 
Scientist

DP05 How To Think Like A 
Scientist

DP06 How To Think Like A 
Scientist

Artemis SW05 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

SW06 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

SW07 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

SW08 Saving
Humpty Dumpty

GE Pavilion GE01 GE02 GE03 GE04 GE05

EDF Energy Zone EDF01 EDF02 EDF03 EDF04

Discover Zone DZ01 DZ02 DZ03 DZ04 DZ05

MakerShack MS01 MS02 MS03 MS04 MS05

Cyber Zone CZ01 CZ02 CZ03 CZ04 CZ05

WEDNESDAY

Town Hall,
Main Stage

SS15 How To Fly A 
Plane

SS16 The Future Of 
Food

Town Hall, 
Pillar Room 

SW28 Mathematical 
Magic

SW29 Mathematical 
Magic

SW30 Mathematical 
Magic

SW31 Mathematical 
Magic

The Cube DP07 The Great Immune Escape DP08 The Great Immune Escape DP09 The Great Immune Escape

Artemis DP10 Amazing Animal Anatomy DP11 Amazing Animal Anatomy DP12 Amazing Animal Anatomy

PAC SS17 Secrets, Lies And Spies SS18 Secrets, Lies And Spies

PAC, Dance 
Studio

DP13 Back To
Bletchley

DP14 Back To
Bletchley

DP15 Back To
Bletchley

DP16 Back To 
Bletchley

GE Pavilion GE06 GE07 GE08 GE09 GE10

EDF Energy Zone EDF05 EDF06 EDF07 EDF08

Discover Zone DZ06 DZ07 DZ08 DZ09 DZ10

MakerShack MS06 MS07 MS08 MS09 MS10

Cyber Zone CZ06 CZ07 CZ08 CZ09 CZ10

FRIDAY

The Crucible DP17 Creating Your Future: Hidden 
STEM Careers

GE Pavilion GE16 DP17 KS4 Slot GE19 GE20

EDF Energy Zone EDF13 DP17 KS4 Slot EDF15 EDF16

Discover Zone DZ16 DZ17 DZ18 DP17 KS4 Slot DZ20

Cyber Zone CZ16 DP17 KS4 Slot CZ19 CZ20

10am 11am 12pm 1pm 2pm 3pm

A word from our  
In Association Partner

EDF Energy is delighted to be 
partnering with Cheltenham Science 
Festival, and to continue supporting 
the Science for Schools programme.

We are passionate about engaging 
young minds with science through 
this extensive programme and 
Cheltenham Festivals’ ambitious 
year-round activities for schools.  
We hope that inspiring as many 
children and young people as 
possible will lead to many brilliant 
future careers in STEM.

Matt Sykes 
Managing Director - Generation,  
EDF Energy

Education Programme Partners
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EDF Energy Zone
Drop in between 3-5pm 

Explore renewable, low carbon and nuclear energy 
with practical activities. Join the EDF team for an 
electric adventure as you find out more about electric 
vehicles. Discover how you can make a difference and 
tell us how you are going to ‘be the change’.

GE Pavilion
Drop in between 3-5pm 

From aeroplanes and wind turbines to MRI machines – 
how is technology changing the world? Join GE experts 
for an exciting journey through engineering and 
science, with interactive exhibits, activities and 
challenges. Can you solve the puzzle with the clues you 
collect along the way?

Free Drop-in Activities

MakerShack
Open from 10am every day *

Join our celebration of materials and making! Get 
stuck in and code a robot, try out a virtual reality 
headset, squidge curious stuff and make new 
materials. Investigate traditional and futuristic 
technology with makers, crafters, scientists and 
engineers and use your imagination and crafting 
skills to invent your own creations.

Cyber Zone 

Open from 10am every day *

Grab your chance to get up close with incredible 
technology in our interactive Cyber Zone. From 
cyber security to cracking puzzles, leave no stone 
unturned on your quest to learn more about 
everything digital. Tackle fun challenges and join 
cyber experts and technologists to learn more 
about some of the amazing careers on offer.

Free Drop-In Activities
‘A highlight is the opportunity to talk to scientists about their 
research.’ Home Educator

Look out for our dedicated interactive zones in the Festival Village to get even more 
out of your visit. Drop in at a time which suits your group, subject to available space 
- there is no need to book!

Discover Zone
Open from 10am every day *

Brilliant science and hands-on fun wait for you in 
our Discover Zone. How does the world work? 
What are the big developments that will change 
the planet? Step into this world of interactive 
science to find out about the latest cutting-edge 
research and technology, test your skills and 
learn more about STEM careers, with scientists 
and engineers on hand to answer any of your 
questions.

Hartpury Science Hub
Drop into the Hartpury Science Hub to find out 
more about the science of sport, exercise, equine 
performance, animal welfare and agriculture. Take 
part in exciting experiments and 
other intriguing activities as you 
explore pioneering research 
with the Hartpury team.

The Chatterbox 
Pop into The Chatterbox tent to learn more about 
the wonderful world in which we live and join in 
with interactive activities for 
all ages.

The Woodland Trust 
Learn more about how woods and trees benefit 
the environment around us with some hands-on 
activities and fun from 
the people behind Nature 
Detectives, and look out for  
the Listening Tree!

The United Nations 
Sustainable 
Development Goals 
Apollo
Every day at 2pm. More details and schedule on 
cheltenhamfestivals.com in March.

Find out more about the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals and join the discussion around 
how the world is aiming for peace and prosperity 
for people and planet, now and into the future.

Science Trail
Collect your trail activity sheet from our stand on 
site and follow this year’s Science Trail around the 
Festival Village in Imperial Gardens. It’s the perfect 
activity to engage children in the world of STEM 
whilst exploring all that the site has to offer.

NEW AND 
IMPROVED

*Check the public Science Festival brochure in March for up to date opening times.
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TUESDAY 2 JUNE TUESDAY 2 JUNE

SS04Ages 7–11 
10–11am

Brain-Fizzing Facts
The Crucible 
£5.50 per child

Why is your elbow called your ‘funny bone’? How 
could you escape the grip of a crocodile’s jaw? 
Which animal can breathe through its bottom? And 
how do you block a tickle? Join TV science expert 
Emily Grossman to uncover amazing science truths 
and mind-exploding questions you never thought 
of asking. This show will leave your eyebrows raised 
and your jaw dropped!

emilygrossman.co.uk / @DrEmilyGrossman

SS05Ages 7–11
12.30–1.30pm

Incredibly 
Implausible 
Insects
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

Did you know that almost 90% of life forms on Earth 
are insects? They are the most diverse – and ridiculous 
– of all Earth’s creatures, capable of singing, signing, 
dancing, destroying and more. They pollinate our 
planet and even clean up 
our mess. In this entomological whistle-stop tour, 
zoology correspondent and author Jules Howard 
explores what makes insects so endlessly interesting 
to scientists.

juleshoward.co.uk / @juleslhoward

SS13Ages 11–14 
10.30–11.30am

The XX Factor
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

Over the centuries, there have been hundreds of 
scientists, mathematicians and engineers who 
didn’t make it into the front pages of the history 
books despite their incredible achievements. In 
a fun, interactive show, Science Made Simple 
will introduce you to six of these mostly 
unheard of STEM pioneers. From sparks, light 
and gravity to musical moments and a crazy 
paper chain, discover their ground-breaking 
work, meet the modern-day scientists they 
inspired and vote for your stand-out science 
superstar.

sciencemadesimple.co.uk / @scimadesimple

SS14Ages 11–14 
12–1pm

Making Waves 

Demos and dancing collide in this interactive, 
high-energy show. Through song, comedy, games 
and the occasional explosion, science troubadour 
Jonny Berliner from SciTunes explains how 
energy is conserved, stored and transferred. An 
audible science feast, this is physics as you’ve 
never seen or heard before.

scitunes.org / @scitunesuk

TThhee  CCrruucciibbllee
£5.50 per child

‘So informative, 
knowledgeable and also 

entertaining.’
Home Educator
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WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE

SS01Ages 5–7
10–11am

The Kitchen 
Science 
Cookbook
The Crucible 
£5.50 per child

Hold on to your chef’s hat as you join 
nanotechnologist Michelle Dickinson 
on a whistle-stop tour through a 
scientist’s kitchen. From sticky ice and 
raising raisins, to balloon science and 
scrumptious slime, Michelle uses simple 
recipes to show that you don’t have to 
be in a lab to create mind-bending 
experiments.

cosmicshambles.com / @medickinson

SS02Ages 5–7 
12–1pm

WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE

SS15Ages 11–14
10–11am

How To Fly A 
Plane
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

As a teenager, Sarah Cosgriff survived an 
aircraft accident which sparked a search 
for knowledge on how it actually 
happened. Now a scientist, Sarah explains 
the forces and engineering involved in 
aeroplane flight. Through humorous 
storytelling and hands-on 
demonstrations, she’ll give you an insight 
into successfully flying a plane.

@Sarah_Cosgriff

Ages 11–14
SS17 10.30am–12pm 
SS18 1–2.30pm 

Secrets, Lies 
And Spies
Cheltenham Ladies’ College,  
Parabola Arts Centre 
£3 per child

Based on a true story, Jenny Wren 
Productions presents a new play about the 
Second World War’s most legendary female 
code breakers.

At the height of the war, double cross agents 
have planted false intelligence to mislead the 
German forces. But do the Germans believe 
the information? The D-Day invasion will be 
too risky if British Intelligence can’t decipher 
their encoded messages. Inside Bletchley Park, 
Dilly Knox recruits a small team of women to 
win the race against time and give British 
troops an advantage. Will trained statistician 
Margaret Rock and new recruit Mavis Batey be 
able to help break the enemy’s toughest code?

A Weird And 
Wonderful World
The Crucible 
£5.50 per child

Biologist and broadcaster Lizzie Daly takes 
you along on one of her adventures as she 
embarks on a mission to uncover the most 
exciting examples of Earth’s weird and 
wonderful wildlife. Travelling through icy 
landscapes, gloomy caves, busy rainforests 
and deep oceans, meet bizarre animals and 
get up close to some of the world’s most 
iconic creatures.

@LizzieRRDaly
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WEDNESDAY 3 JUNE

SS16Ages 11–14 
12–1pm

The Future 
Of Food
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

How will we feed the ten billion people 
potentially crowding our planet by 2050? 
Fresh from filming a new BBC TV series 
exploring exactly this, join YouTuber and BBC 
Radio 4 presenter Greg Foot to discover a 
menu of drought-tolerant rice, longer-lasting 
bananas, and lab-grown burgers.

gregfoot.com / @gregfoot

THURSDAY 4 JUNE

SS06Ages 7–11 
10–11am

Maths Mayhem
The Crucible 
£5.50 per child

Have you ever tested exponential growth using 
rice and a chess board? Mathematician Kyle 
Evans doesn’t just have a talent for crunching 
numbers, he is also a musician! Sharing his love 
of maths with you, he’ll explore some truly 
curious mathematical problems, teach you about 
Fibonacci through song and give tips on how to 
win the paper folding world championships!

kyledevans.com / @kyledevans

SS03Ages 5–7 
11am–12pm

A Spectacle 
Of Light
Helix Theatre 
£5.50 per child

In this explosive show exploring 
all things bright, light and 
colourful, join chemists Nate 
Adams and Mel Hannah as they 
investigate the dazzling beauty 
of the world around us. Find out 
what rainbows are made of, why 
bubbles are so mesmerizing and 
how to change the colour  
of fire.

drnateadams.com / 
@nateadams
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THURSDAY 4 JUNE THURSDAY 4 JUNE

Ages 7–13 
3.15–4.15pm

Workshop:  
A Sea Of Plastic
The Cube   
£6.50 per child

Unless you’ve been hiding under a single-use 
bottle for the past year, you’ll know that our use 
of plastic is a BIG issue. Marine biologist Russell 
Arnott will lead a session of fun, hands-on 
experiments that introduce you to the problems 
around ocean plastic, before empowering you 
with simple take-home solutions that can make a 
real difference in saving the planet.

incredibleoceans.org / @Russell_Arnott

SS07Ages 7–11 
11am–12pm

The Science Of 
Harry Potter
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

Will we ever see an invisibility cloak? 
And will muggle scientists ever be able 
to let things float just like ‘Wingardium 
Leviosa’? Find out about the scientific 
principles behind some of fiction’s best 
known characters, spells, objects and 
even games like Quidditch and Wizard’s 
Chess, as educational entertainer Jon 
Chase takes you on a bewitching journey 
through the magical world of Harry Potter.

rapscience.co.uk / @oortkuiper
SS08Ages 7–11

12–1pm

Snowballs In  Space
The Crucible 
£5.50 per child

Join astronomers Affelia Wibisono and Choong Ling 
Liew-Cain on a journey back in time to learn how the 
smallest components of the Solar System became the 
building blocks of the planets we know today. Explore our 
cosmic neighbourhood filled with icy comets and discover 
how scientists will soon attempt to ‘catch’ one!

@AffeliaW / @ChoongLingAstro 
@MSSLSpaceLab

Join TV Gastronaut Stefan Gates as he presents 
an explosive – and often thoroughly disgusting 
– stage show. He’ll unpick the weird science 
behind our everyday lives and tell you everything
you ever (or never?) wanted to know about fart 
acoustics, food hacking, edible rockets and 
motorbike explosions. Prepare to be disgusted 
and amazed in equal measure!

thegastronaut.com / @stefangates

SS09Ages 7–11
1–2pm

Weirdology
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

HW01

13
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an explosive – and often thoroughly disgusting 
– stage show. He’ll unpick the weird science 
behind our everyday lives and tell you everything
you ever (or never?) wanted to know about fart 
acoustics, food hacking, edible rockets and 
motorbike explosions. Prepare to be disgusted 
and amazed in equal measure!

thegastronaut.com / @stefangates

SS09Ages 7–11
1–2pm

Weirdology
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

HW01
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SS11Ages 7–11 
12.30–1.30pm

Plastic Fantastic
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

What can have any shape, colour or use 
imaginable and will last 500 years? Plastic! Despite 
the damage plastic does to the environment, 
demand has never been higher. Join materials 
scientist Jamie Gallagher as he uncovers the 
amazing properties that lead to the plastic boom 
and how to tackle the plastic problem effectively.

@JamieBGall

FRIDAY 5 JUNE

Ronx Ikharia

Dallas Campbell

Stefan Gates

Jessica Barker

DP17 Ages 14–16

Creating Your Future: 
Hidden STEM Careers
The Crucible   £8 per child

10–11.40am 
11.40am–1pm 
1–2pm 

STEM Showcase hosted by Greg Foot 
Visit our interactive partner spaces over lunch 
KS4-only Discover Zone

Careers within science, technology, engineering and maths are constantly 
increasing in number and variety. Today’s teenagers are the future experts 
and inventors in cybertech, genomics, smart materials and entire fields 
that don’t exist yet.

In this morning of intriguing talks and fascinating demonstrations, 
successful YouTuber and Blue Peter Science Guy Greg Foot introduces 
you to a stellar line-up of individuals working in a range of STEM fields. 
These leading inspirational scientists include, among others:

• Ronx Ikharia, emergency doctor and presenter for CBBC's Operation Ouch
• Dallas Campbell, presenter of television shows including The Gadget 

Show and Stargazing Live
• Stefan Gates, professional 'gastronaut' and television presenter
• Jess Barker, cyber security expert

Enjoy visiting our partner zones over lunch, and round off your day with a 
dedicated KS4 session in the Discover Zone. Come along and spark your 
imagination with where STEM can take you!

Day Package

Ages 7-13 
3.15–4.15pm 

Workshop:  
Comet Creations
Artemis   
£6.50 per child

Did you know that comets are leftovers from the 
formation of our solar system over 4.6 billion years 
ago? Join the Creative-Space team as they 
introduce you to the fascinating history and 
science behind these ‘icy black boulders’ from the 
far reaches of space, crammed with scientific 
potential. Discover the sights, smells and sounds of 
these sizzling objects as you create your very own 
comet here on Earth.

creative-space.org.uk

HW02

SS10Ages 7–11
10–11am

Dr. Nate’s Travelling 
Rainbow Show
Town Hall, Main Stage 
£5.50 per child

Go on a tour of all things bright and colourful. In this kaleidoscope 
of a show, Nate Adams and Mel Hannah investigate how plants 
convert light into the food that helps them grow. Discover how to 
get hands-on with light, use the word ‘wavicle’ in everyday 
conversation, create giant bubbles, take infrared #scienceselfies 
and be amazed at Nate’s famous Flamebow.

drnateadams.com / @nateadams
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Box Office
01242 850270

Please visit our website at 
cheltenhamfestivals.com/boxoffice for 
the most up to date opening times. 

£5.50 per child

£6.50 per child

£3 per child

Prices

Show 

Workshop 

Secrets, Lies & Spies 

A £2 booking fee will be added to the    
total cost of your order. Tickets for one 
accompanying adult are free.

‘All the staff were excellent and we felt very welcome.’
Home Educator

How To Book
We have made the booking process easier this year. Book your tickets by calling our 
Box Office on 01242 850270. Booking opens at 10am on Tuesday 4 February 2020.

Payments
All bookings must be paid for by credit or debit card at the time of placing the order. We 
cannot reserve tickets for any event. We do not accept orders made by post, email or 
online booking form. 

There will be a £2 booking fee applied to each order.

Tickets for one accompanying adult are free. All other accompanying adults must purchase 
a ticket.

Tickets
You will receive an automated booking confirmation via email. You can choose to have 
your tickets sent to you or collect them on the day at the Box Office in the Festival Village 
in Imperial Gardens.

Access Requirements
If you have any particular access requirements, please mention this to our Box Office team 
when you book your tickets and we can find the best seats for events to accommodate 
your needs.

Getting To The Festival
Before the Festival you will receive a site map and more information about your visit via 
email. For full details about arriving, parking, getting to venues and more, go to 
cheltenhamfestivals.com/planning-your-visit.


